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vienna ab initio simulation package is
released under a gnu general public
license version 2. this means that you can
use, modify, and distribute it as long as
you follow the terms of that license. if you
would like to use, modify, and/or
distribute vienna ab initio simulation
package, you can obtain a copy of the
gnu general public license version 2 along
with vienna ab initio simulation package.
you can obtain a copy of the gnu general
public license version 2 at vienna ab initio
simulation package (vasp) is the ab initio
simulation package used to generate
electronic structure calculations, such as
total energy, electron density and charge
density, and dipole moment. the vasp is
under the control of the vienna ab initio
simulation package (vasp) group. the
source code for the package is freely
available from the vasp website. you may
redistribute vasp freely, subject to the
following conditions: you must include a
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copy of the license file with the
distribution. you must notify authors of
any changes made to the source code.
you may not use the vasp name or logo
for commercial purposes. you may not
use the vasp name or logo to endorse or
promote products or services derived
from this software without prior written
permission. vienna ab initio simulation
package is an interactive software which
can be used to compute the output of the
ab initio quantum mechanical
calculations. the software is written in
fortran 77 and is designed to be easily
compiled and used on any unix like (linux,
mac os x, solaris, hp-ux, aix, beos,
cygwin, ms windows). the vienna ab initio
simulation package contains the following
sub-packages:
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vienna ab initio simulation package
(vasp) is one of the most important

packages to study of the methods of the
simulations of materials. the latest

version of the vienna ab initio simulation
package is 5.4.6. this project requires the
following software and libraries: vienna

ab initio simulation package 5.6 or higher
(source code) omp c++ compiler 1.1 or
higher (build environment) libz.dll (build

environment) libstdc++.dll (build
environment) libmpi.dll (build

environment) msvc++ 2008 v.9.0 or
higher (build environment) msvc2010
v.10.0 or higher (build environment)

vienna ab initio simulation package is a
software developed at vienna university
of technology. this site is not associated
with the vienna university of technology.

the contents of this site are subject to
copyright. a part of the original code was

released to the public domain by the
university of graz, austria. the latest
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stable version of this software can be
downloaded from vienna ab initio

simulation package (vasp) is a parallel
computer code for ab initio electronic

structure calculations and is developed by
the department of physical chemistry at
the dtu physics in copenhagen, denmark.

the vasp sources code is distributed
under gnu general public license and is

distributed with the following
components: the vasp code the vasp

input files the vasp visualization tool the
vasp documentation vienna ab initio

simulation package is software written in
c/c++ and can be executed on linux,

unix, and windows operating systems. if
you like this software, please consider

supporting its developer in one or more of
the following ways: donate to calypso
software become a patreon buy me a

coffee 5ec8ef588b
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